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nanostructured materials for photon detection
gerasimos Konstantatos1,2 and edward h. sargent1*

The detection of photons underpins imaging, spectroscopy, fibre-optic communications and time-gated distance measurements. 
Nanostructured materials are attractive for detection applications because they can be integrated with conventional silicon 
electronics and flexible, large-area substrates, and can be processed from the solution phase using established techniques 
such as spin casting, spray coating and layer-by-layer deposition. In addition, their performance has improved rapidly in recent 
years. Here we review progress in light sensing using nanostructured materials, focusing on solution-processed materials 
such as colloidal quantum dots and metal nanoparticles. These devices exhibit phenomena such as absorption of ultraviolet 
light, plasmonic enhancement of absorption, size-based spectral tuning, multiexciton generation, and charge carrier storage in 
surface and interface traps.

The visible light that we are all used to seeing and recording 
represents just a small fraction of the information that radia-
tion carries about our world. For example, X-rays enable 

imaging in medicine and inspection of civil infrastructure; high-
resolution ultraviolet metrology resolves lithographically defined 
semiconductors1 and living cells2; and infrared sensing underpins 
night vision3 and atmospheric spectroscopy for gas detection4.

Detectors made from crystalline silicon are routinely used for 
imaging applications at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, and 
the advent of Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) 
image sensors5 has led to a multibillion-dollar annual market for dig-
ital cameras and other image sensors6. The compatibility of silicon 
photodiodes with silicon electronics enables light sensing, low-noise 
electronic read out, multiplexing and even digital image processing 
on a single chip7.

However, this powerful technology is not without its limitations. 
Crystalline silicon can absorb wavelengths only below 1.1 μm, 
which means that it fails to absorb most of the infrared spectrum. 
In addition, its absorption remains weak over the entire spectrum, 
only exceeding 104 cm–1 at 500 nm (which is blue light)8. Long inter-
action lengths and optical crosstalk reduction strategies are needed 
to achieve high sensitivity at near-infrared and red wavelengths, 
especially as pixels are increasingly miniaturized. Furthermore, the 
high mobility and long lifetime for electron–hole pairs in silicon — 
which are usually considered to be advantages in electronics — lead 
to photocarrier diffusion9, which can cause crosstalk and blurring 
of optical signals between neighbouring pixels. At the ultraviolet 
wavelengths relevant to machine vision and the diagnosis of skin 
cancer, the ultrashort absorption lengths found in silicon lead to 
the generation of electron–hole pairs close to highly recombinative 
surfaces states, curtailing ultraviolet sensitivity in standard devices 
and requiring specialized processing10.

Materials that can absorb light where silicon cannot are there-
fore of great practical interest. So, too, are avenues to enhance pho-
todetector sensitivity in all spectral regimes, including the visible. 
Strategies include top-surface detectors having 100% fill factor, 
and signal amplification within the photodetector itself, including 
carrier multiplication and photoconductive gain11,12. There is thus 
an intense interest in new materials and structures that expand 
the spectrum of absorption, minimize the thickness of semicon-
ductor needed to absorb light completely, and amplify the signal. 
Ideally, these materials should be compatible for integration with 

silicon electronics13, or with flexible substrates such as those based 
on organic and polymer materials14. Ink-jet printing, solution cast-
ing, low-temperature evaporation, and layer-by-layer techniques are 
therefore very attractive alternatives to high-temperature epitaxy15.

Here we review recent advances in light sensing, focusing on 
materials that are compatible with low-temperature processing 
and large-area integration. These include colloidal quantum dots 
(CQDs)16 and metal nanoparticles17, in which nanoscale phenomena 
such as quantum confinement18 and plasmonic effects19 play a prin-
cipal role. Excellent and up-to-date reviews exist in the related area 
of epitaxially-grown nanostructured materials and the devices made 
from them20.

CQDs are an example of nanostructured materials that can be 
synthesized and processed from the solution phase. They benefit 
from the quantum size effect, wherein the bandgap of the material is 
strongly dependent on the size of the nanocrystals. Rapid advances 
in CQD synthesis and photophysics18 have led to a high degree of 
control over nanoparticle size, shape and composition16. The con-
finement of charge carriers in a CQD means that they occupy dis-
crete energy levels, similar to the electrons in an atom. The strong 
confinement experienced by the charge carriers also influences the 
various mechanisms that are involved in charge transport in solids 
made from quantum dots, including delocalization21, variable-range 
hopping22, slow carrier relaxation23, and the interactions between 
electrons and holes24–28. Multicarrier effects in nanoparticles can be 
exploited in photodetection applications to achieve performance 
enhancements through carrier multiplication. More broadly, these 
effects can provide optical gain for lasing, strong nonlinear interac-
tions for optical signal processing, and the possibility of enhanced 
light harvesting in photovoltaics.

In this review we discuss two different types of photodetector 
(photodiodes and photoconductors); summarize the performance 
of solution-processed photodetectors; discuss the device concepts, 
materials and physical phenomena that have underpinned these 
improvements in performance; discuss the use of plasmonic effects 
to achieve performance enhancements through the concentration 
of light; and present other advanced photodetector concepts.

Quantitative progress in performance
Table 1 summarizes the figures of merit used to characterize photo-
detectors, and Table 2 summarizes progress in these figures of merit 
for solution-processed devices29–45. Reports in which sensitivity 
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is given, as well as those from which it can be inferred, are both 
included in Table 2.

The results in Table 2 fall into two performance classes, one cor-
responding to photodiodes and the other to photoconductors. In a 
photodiode, the electrons and holes generated by the incoming pho-
tons move to opposite electrical contacts (Fig. 1a), so the quantum 
efficiency of such devices cannot be higher than one (unless effects 
such as avalanche or carrier multiplication are exploited). However, 
photodiodes can have fast response times — shorter than electron–
hole recombination times — which are typically microseconds or 
less for the direct-gap semiconductors commonly used. Photodiodes 
thus populate the higher-frequency reaches of Table 2.

Photoconductors, on the other hand, are capable of high gain46 
because one type of charge carrier (say, holes) is able to circu-
late through an external circuit many times before it recombines 
with its opposite carrier (say, electrons), which meanwhile remain 
trapped in the photoconductor bulk (Fig. 1b). Table 2 lists a number 
of photoconductors with responsivity values in the range of 100–
1,000 A W–1, corresponding to gains of 100–1,000. Although these 
high gains increase responsivity and simplify the job of any photo-
detector read-out circuits, they also reduce the bandwidth because 
of the long circulating carrier lifetimes involved.

The performance of a photodetector can be improved, not only 
by maximizing its electrical response to light, but also by minimiz-
ing the noise in its electrical output, which can obscure real signals. 
One way to compare detector sensitivities is therefore to examine 
the signal-to-noise level at a given illumination intensity. Or, con-
versely, one can examine the noise-equivalent power, which reports 
the optical power at which the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is one (or 
0 dB). This noise level is very low, corresponding in some photode-
tectors to single-photon detection per integration period47.

The detectivity D* (formally defined in Table 1, and measured in 
units called Jones) seeks to normalize for variations in device area and 
speed of response, thus providing a figure of merit that enables com-
parison among different devices48. Table 2 shows that the best solu-
tion-processed detectors have achieved D* values of up to 5 × 1013, 

which is comparable to the best values reported for single-crystal 
photodiodes. This a remarkable achievement because single-crystal 
photodiodes have benefited from several decades of engineering, 
including both materials purification and device structure optimiza-
tion, whereas solution-processed detectors have reached similar lev-
els of performance after just three years of development.

Photodiode mechanisms and performance
Photodiodes rely on the use of two media — at least one of them 
being a semiconductor — in which a significant difference in the 
materials’ work functions produces a built-in potential. An internal 
field in the semiconductor depletion region near the junction pro-
pels electrons and holes in opposite directions. In the simple case of 
a fully depleted device, high internal quantum efficiency is achieved 
if tlife > textract, where tlife is the lifetime of excess charge carriers, and 
textract = L2/μVbi is the time taken to transport them to their respec-
tive contacts through the built-in field (L is the contact separation, μ 
is the mobility of the slower carrier and Vbi is the built-in potential 
across the junction49.

In conventional crystalline semiconductors, mobilities lie 
in the range of 102 cm2 V s−1 and above: charge carriers are thus 
readily swept a distance of 1 μm through a built-in potential of 
1 V in times faster than nanoseconds. This comfortably outpaces 
the recombination time in both direct and indirect semiconduc-
tors. Solution-processed semiconductors have much lower mobili-
ties — 10–5–10–3 cm2 V s−1 are typical — therefore, even for a thin 
depletion region 100 nm thick and a typical built-in voltage of 1 V, 
drift times are in the range of 100 ns–10 μs. Fortunately, some of the 
most promising semiconductors incorporated into CQDs used to 
produce solution-processed photodetectors (Fig. 1d) have unusu-
ally long exciton lifetimes — greater than 1 μs (ref. 50) — which 
have led to excellent photodiode quantum efficiencies, with even 
the first reports well above 50% when absorbance was high49,51–56. 
The high internal quantum efficiencies that these findings entail also 
indicate that — when their surfaces are well passivated using suit-
ably functionalized ligands — CQD solids achieve carrier lifetimes 

Table 1 | Photodetector definitions and figures of merit. 

Quantity symbol/acronym unit definition
Responsivity R A W–1 Photocurrent flowing in a detector divided by incident 

optical power
Dark current
Dark-current density

Id

Jd

A
A cm–2

Current (density) flowing in the absence of 
illumination. In an unbiased 

Quantum efficiency
External quantum efficiency

QE
EQE

% In a photodiode, the ratio of photocurrent (in electrons 
per second) to photon fluence incident on the device 
(photons per second). Related to responsivity via the 
photon energy: R = QE/Ephoton (where Ephoton is measured 
in electronvolts). In a photoconductor, the term QE is 
sometimes used synonymously with absorbance.

Internal gain Gint Unitless In a photoconductor, the ratio of photocurrent (in 
electrons per second) to photon absorbed.

External gain Gext Unitless In a photoconductor, the ratio of photocurrent 
(in electrons per second) to photon incident. 
Gext = QE × Gint

Noise current Inoise A/√
—Hz— The random root mean square fluctuation in current 

when bandwidth is limited to 1 Hz.
Noise-equivalent power NEP W/ √

—Hz— The minimum detectable power, that is, the optical 
signal in watts at which the electrical signal-to-noise 
ratio in the detector is equal to unity (0 dB), when 
bandwidth is limited to 1 Hz.

Normalized detectivity D* cm √
—Hz—/W (Jones) A measure of detector sensitivity that enables 

comparison even when detector area A and bandwidth 
B are different. D* = (√

—AB—)/NEP.
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comparable to their exciton lifetimes: thus, well-passivated CQDs 
incorporated into densely packed solid-state films do not suffer 
from an excess of non-radiative recombination such as that assisted 
by midgap recombination centres57.

As the absorbance of many materials is in the 104–105 cm–1 
range near the absorption onset, reaching only 106 cm–1 far above 

the bandgap, it is of interest to make devices that include light-
absorption moieties as thick as micrometres. Typically, doping con-
trol in CQD solids has led to devices that are fully depleted only if 
their thicknesses are 100–200 nm (ref. 49). Most micrometre-thick 
devices will, in this case, be far from fully depleted, demanding 
efficient transport through a quasi-neutral layer. In this case, the 

Table 2 | Progress in solution-processed photodetector performance.

ref. 
 

year 
 

λ (nm) 
 

eQe (%)/
responsivity 
(a W–1)

D* measured 
(Jones)* 

D* inferred 
(Jones)† 

3 db bW (hz) 
 

Mechanism 
 

Material 
 

Features 
 

29 1994 400–650 0.2 A W–1 3 × 1010 103 PD MEH-PPV + C60, P3OT Early organic 
photodiode

30 1996 400–650 60% PD MEH-PPV + CdS(Se)
quantum dots

Early polymer–
quantum-dot–
nanocomposite 
photodiode

31 2000 500–700 75% 1012 4 × 108 PD CuPC/PTCBI Ultrafast
32 2005 400–700 0.2% 108 5 × 104 PD CdSe quantum dots Early quantum-

dot photodiode
33 2006 Vis–1300 2700 A W–1 2 × 1013 5 × 1013 2 × 101 PC PbS quantum dots Record 

sensitivity; pure 
quantum-dot 
device

34 2007 Vis–850 120 A W–1 5 × 1012 3 × 1013 2 × 101 PC PbS quantum dots Visible-only 
device using 
ultraconfined 
dots

35 2007 Vis–3000 4.4 A W–1 3 × 1010 101 PC HgTe quantum dots Long-
wavelength 
operation

36 2008 350–650 50 A W–1 5 × 1012 PC P3HT + PCBM + CdTe 
quantum dots

Sensitive 
heterojunction 
device

37 2008 Vis–850 10 A W–1 1.3 × 1013 5 × 101 PC PbS quantum dots High-uniformity 
device

38 2008 Vis–850 12 A W–1 1012 3 × 101 PC PbS quantum dots Single-trap time 
constant

39 2008 Vis–900 20 A W–1 1011 2 × 101 PC Bi2S3 nanocrystals Pb-free, single 
time constant

40 2008 370–395 61 A W–1 1.3 × 1015 100 PC ZnO quantum dots Ultraviolet 
sensitivity

41 2009 250–930 18 A W–1 1.5 × 1014 3 × 101 PC PbS quantum dots Multiexciton 
generation 
enhanced

42 2009 Vis–1600 0.2 A W–1 1012 106 PD PbS quantum dots Megahertz 
response in 
fully depleted 
photodiode

43 2009 Vis–1300 51% 2 × 109 2 × 103 PD PbS quantum 
dots + PCBM + P3HT

Integrated into 
an image array

44 2009 Vis–1450 20% 1012 near-
infrared
1013 visible

PD PDDTT + PCBM Long-
wavelength 
polymer 
photodetector

45 2009 400–600 1.5 × 10–5 A W–1 108 PC ZnO-infiltrating CQD 
films

Ultrafast

*Measured D* obtained from the combination of measured responsivity and measured noise current spectral density.
†Inferred D* based on the assumption that noise-current spectral density is dominated by shot noise in the dark current. This provides a fundamental upper bound on the D* that may actually be achieved in 
this device. 
BW is bandwidth; PD is photodiode; PC is photoconductor; MEH–PPV is poly[2–methoxy–5–(2’ethyl–hexyloxy)–1,4–phenylene vinylene]; PTCBI is 3,4,9,10 perylenetetracarboxylic bisbenzimidazole; CuPC is 
copper phthalocyanine; P3HT is poly( 3–hexylthiophene); PCBM is phenyl–C61–butyric acid methyl ester; P3OT is poly(3–octyl thiophene); PDDTT is poly(5,7–bis(4–decanyl–2–thienyl)thieno[3,4–b]diathiazole–
thiophene–2,5).
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mechanism of minority carrier diffusion will be relied on to convey 
carriers to the edge of the depletion region to benefit from electron–
hole pair separation and extraction.

The diffusion lengths of excitons in organic semiconductors have 
been found, in a wide variety of materials, to be rather short, lying 
in the 5–20 nm range58. Fortunately, in certain CQD solids, minor-
ity diffusion lengths in excess of 100 nm, and reaching as high as 
200 nm, have been observed42,53. It is believed that, in these stud-
ies, the use of very short, conjugated organic linkers — in this case, 
benzenedithiol — facilitated interdot transport, and the thiol end 
functional group ensured passivation. Minority electron mobilities 
of 10–3 cm2 V s−1 combined with an absence of midgap traps57, thus 
extended diffusion lengths into to these very attractive length-scales 

for solution-cast direct-gap optoelectronic materials. There is now 
widespread evidence that much higher mobilities of 10–1 cm2 V s−1 
and greater may be achieved in CQD films21; once these are com-
bined with efficient passivation and excellent film morphology, con-
siderable further device improvements are in reach.

One result in Table 2 stands out for its combination of excellent 
sensitivity (D* = 1012 Jones) and high bandwidth in the megahertz 
range42. This high, directly measured D* is all the more remarkable 
because of the small bandgap of the device, which provided sen-
sitivity out to 1.6 μm. This is the wavelength of interest for night-
time imaging, allowing images to be collected using only the sky’s 
own nightglow59. High sensitivity was achieved by means of the 
joint optimization of electron and hole transport, leading to high 
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Figure 1 | Photodiodes and photoconductors: charge-separation mechanisms, device structures and configurations. a, Drift and diffusion of both 
electrons and holes are exploited in photodiodes, in which electron–hole pairs are separated by the action of a built-in electric field represented by the 
spatial bending of the bands. On light absorption, the energy of the photon is transferred to an electron (filled circles) in the semiconductor, elevating it to 
the conduction band (upper black line) and leaving behind a hole (open circles) in the valence band (lower black line). This spatial band diagram depicts 
the junction between a p-type (hole-rich, left side) and n-type (electron-rich, right side) semiconductor near equilibrium. In this p–n junction diode, the 
dashed line represents the Fermi level. b, In a photoconductor, one type of carrier is trapped while the other circulates under the influence of an electric 
field (electrons are trapped in this depiction). Red arrows depict the capture of electrons from the conduction band into associated trap states. If the 
hole lifetime exceeds the time it takes for the hole to transit the device, then the long lifetime of the trapped electrons ensures that holes can circulate 
through an external circuit many times, resulting in gain. c, Bulk-heterojunction photodiodes made from a polymer–nanocrystal (NC) composite exploit 
charge separation across the interface between the polymer matrix and the nanoparticles, and rely on differences in work function between the top and 
bottom contacts. PPV is poly–phenylene vinylene. d, Pure CQD photodiodes consist of a single phase of a quantum-dot thin film across which electrical 
contacts having different work functions — Fermi levels that are offset from one another before the materials are brought into equilibrium — result in the 
establishment of a depletion region and built-in field in the CQD film e, Lateral photoconductors employ coplanar electrodes coated with a continuous 
film of nanocrystals. The realization of these devices is greatly simplified by the simple spin casting of a quantum dot (that is, a nanocrystal) film atop 
electrodes prefabricated on a substrate. The current flow direction is primarily within the horizontal plane. The distance photocarriers must travel — and 
thus their transit time, relevant to gain — is determined by the contact separation (5 μm in this example). Total current flow is determined by the length of 
the contacted region (3 mm in the figure) and the height of the film (1 μm in this example). f, The conductance of this lateral three-terminal photodetector 
can be modulated by electrical and/or optical fields (shown in red). The channel in this device is a carbon nanotube. The localized gates V1, V2 and the 
global back gate Vg achieve selective electrostatic doping along the SWNT. VSD is the source-drain voltage. Figures reproduced with permission:  
d, © 2008 OSA; e, © 2006 NPG; © 2009 AAAS. 
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quantum efficiencies, as well as control over film morphology and 
defect passivation, which maximized the shunt resistance and mini-
mized dark current. The megahertz temporal response was achieved 
through the realization of a fully depleted device, and this band-
width further confirms that carriers are extracted through drift in 
these devices on the submicrosecond timescale.

Photoconductor mechanisms and performance
Photoconductors (Fig. 1b) conduct a single carrier type, and so 
are unipolar, whereas photodiodes extract carriers of each type. 
Following illumination, the conductance of photoconductors 
increases for a duration known as the persistence time. The differ-
ence between light versus dark conductance indicates the light level. 
If the persistence time exceeds the transit time of the flowing carrier 
through the device, many charges worth of current may be inte-
grated for each photon absorbed. The persistence is determined by 
the electron–hole pair recombination time, and this is prolonged 
with the aid of traps33,36,38,39,41,60,61 (Fig. 2). These traps serve to both 
delay band-to-band recombination and to impede the extraction 
of the trapped carrier, a condition necessary for photoconductive 
gain. The physical mechanisms underlying photoconduction have 
been of interest in bulk materials since early on in the history of 
semiconductors62,63.

The first solution-cast optoelectronic device to outperform its epi-
taxial counterparts was a photoconductive photodetector reported 
in 2006 (ref. 33) (Fig. 1e). A key insight leading to this advance was 
the realization that excess noise could accumulate along the trans-
port path if the interfaces between the nanoparticles making up the 
semiconductor film were randomly time varying. This multiplica-
tive noise, also known as transport noise, was obviated through a 
processing strategy in which pure (trap-free) CQD films were first 
realized; only when the electrical connections between adjacent 
nanoparticles were forged were the remaining exposed surfaces of 
the nanoparticles decorated with sensitizing centres (Fig. 2a). In this 
way, carrier transport along the path of conduction was not modu-
lated by fluctuating barriers.

Many advances in solution-cast photoconductor performance have 
since been reported. For example, PbS nanoparticles with a diameter 
of less than 3 nm can have a bandgap that is three times that of bulk 
PbS, and the resulting strong quantum confinement can be exploited 
to achieve high-detectivity visible-wavelength light sensing34. The 
quantum size effect affords wide spectral tunability within a single 
materials system and processing architecture, enabling multispectral 
detectors that monolithically integrate pixels that are sensitive in the 
visible, near infrared, and short-wavelength infrared.

Building on a long history of studies of bulk PbS photoconduc-
tion64, recent reports have determined the chemical origins of traps 
having different energies, and different lifetimes, as a function of 
chemical species and nanoparticle size and preparation. This ena-
bled the implementation of a single lifetime for trap states, resulting 
in video-frame-rate-compatible photoconductor behaviour38. The 
latter, in combination with the abundance of surface traps stemming 
from the high surface-to-volume ratio offered by the nanostruc-
tured materials, has led to a dynamic range in the region of 150 dB 
(ref. 34), well exceeding the requirements of the most demanding 
imaging applications.

The use of pairs of materials that form charge-separating heter-
ojunctions has been advanced as a promising alternative to surface 
functionalization for trap engineering. Polymer–nanocrystal pair-
ings have previously been identified, often for applications in photo-
voltaics, that produce a type-II (charge-separating) junction between 
quantum dots60,65 as well as linear and branched nanoparticle archi-
tectures66,67. An organic material has been employed to provide the 
phase for carrier transport in a photoconductor, whereas sensitiza-
tion (trapping) was provided by CQDs incorporated into the mixture 
having a type-II band alignment relative to the organic component 

(Fig. 1c)36. Quantum-size-effect tuning of not only bandgap, but also 
band offset, thus offers a complementary path to tuning the energy 
depth of trap centres in photoconductors based on solution-cast 
materials (Fig. 2d). Control over surface passivation and the packing 

Figure 2 | Trap engineering in photoconductors. Traps extend the lifetime 
of non-circulating carriers (Fig. 1b), thereby increasing gain. a–e, The 
central light-blue circles represent the CQD. The energy axis is represented 
in the vertical dimension, the spatial dimension through the horizontal 
axes. The spatial profile of the valence band edge is the lower solid line, 
whereas the spatial profile of the conduction band edge is the upper solid 
line a, Multiple sensitizing agents — such as native sulphides, sulphates, 
and sulphoxides on nanoparticle surfaces — generally result in multiple 
trap-state lifetimes and a multi-time-constant temporal response33. In 
general, photodetectors and image sensors require a single time constant 
to achieve a  bandwidth that is independent of signal level and substantially 
linear response. b, Traps on nanoparticle surfaces of a single chemical 
species, and thus a single lifetime, have been implemented through 
advances in process engineering. A single class of chemical species, such 
as sulphites, produces a single temporal component in the photodetector’s 
response. These photodetectors offer speeds of response compatible 
with video-frame-rate imaging38,39. c, MEG, leading to enhanced Auger 
recombination in quantum dots in the simultaneous presence of at least 
two excitons, enhances the rate of capture to traps in one recent report41. 
d, Heterostructures, such as those between quantum dots and polymers 
(here, phenyl–N–methyldithiocarbamate (PMDTC) in pink and phenyl–
C61–butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) in dark blue), enable another 
form of trap-state engineering. In this example, the PMDTC ligand offers 
a potential barrier for electrons, keeping them confined to the quantum 
dot, but this same ligand serves as a hole acceptor, providing for spatial 
separation of photogenerated charges. Quantum size effect tunability 
within at least one phase can allow band offsets to be tuned36,60. e, Another 
recent innovation includes the implementation of devices in which separate 
paths are provided for electrons and holes. In this example, electrons are 
confined to the quantum dot, and holes rapidly captured to the N,N’–
Bis(3–methylphenyl)–N,N’–bis–(phenyl)–9,9–spiro–bifluorene (spiro-TPD, 
in dark blue) organic semiconductor. Keeping these phases separated, 
and contacting each in turn, provided separate paths for the transport of 
carriers separated across the quantum dot/organic junction61. 
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of films through short, suitably functionalized organic ligands was a 
crucial element of engineering in these materials. An innovative lig-
and strategy provided a desirable combination of colloidal stability, 
carrier transport, and passivation of the nanoparticle surface.

carrier multiplication and prospects
Conventionally, both photodiodes and photoconductors seek to 
produce a maximum signal following the generation of, at most, 
one electron–hole pair per photon. A further, multiplicative, path 
to enhanced signal generation arises if numerous photocarriers can 
be generated for every photon. Carrier multiplication, known in 
the CQD literature as multiexciton generation (MEG)68, offers this 
possibility. Carrier multiplication has previously been observed in 
bulk photodetectors69, and MEG has been observed in CQDs for 
more than half a decade24; however, its benefits were only recently 
observed in the photocurrent of an operating CQD device41,70,71. 
Furthermore, the energetic threshold and yield of MEG have been 

the subject of debate, with variations arising as a function of spec-
troscopic technique and sample preparation72–74. Recently, a pho-
toconductive photodetector employing CQDs41 was observed to 
exhibit spectrally invariant internal photoconductive gain until the 
onset of MEG at a photon energy equal to slightly less than three 
times the quantum-confined bandgap; at higher photon energies, a 
steep rise in internal gain was observed. Such phenomena had pre-
viously been sought, but not seen, in photodiodes based on similar 
quantum-dot materials55. Although the Auger recombination proc-
ess in the presence of several excitons rapidly leads to annihilation 
of primary photoexcitations in photodiodes, the same process leads 
to efficient ionization72 and capture to the traps that sensitize pho-
toconductors75. Direct ionization of excited photocarriers prior 
to MEG could, in principle, also be expected to occur; however, a 
series of control experiments41 investigating the size-effect and trap-
depth dependence of the internal gain spectrum suggest that direct 
ionization does not play a leading role in photoresponse. Taken in 
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Figure 3 | Plasmonics for enhanced photodetection. Surface plasmon polaritons are collective oscillations of free electrons at the boundary of a metal and 
a non-conducting dielectric or semiconductor material88. a, An external electromagnetic field shifts free conduction electrons with respect to the centre of 
a metal nanoparticle. A resonance follows from the resulting restoring field89. b, In one approach to plasmonic enhancement of light absorption, photons 
are localized to a nanoscale slit filled with light-absorbing material. Light is concentrated from the large incidence area into the smaller light-absorber 
area (shown as an orange semicircle) through the use of SPPs into which coupling is achieved by means of periodic grooves in the metal. The graph on 
the right shows the amplitude of the normal component of the electric field for a 10-period circular antenna. Field enhancement is observed in the vicinity 
of the central groove as a result of the wave-guided SPP modes along the periodically grooved metallic plasmon guide90. c, A sensor achieves enhanced 
absorption through scattering into a lightly absorbing medium through the use of nanoscale metallic nanoparticles or islands91. In this example, ellipsoidal 
silver nanoparticles of ~16 nm diameter lie in the plane on top of an insulator. The silver nanoparticles produce increased optical interaction, and thus a 
plasmonic enhancement, of light absorption within the semiconductor beneath. d, View from the top of a nanophotonic analogue of an antenna, wherein 
a metal dipole of length 21dipole enhances light coupling. Light is incident from the top, that is, out of the plane of the figure, into an ultrasmall-volume light 
absorber electrically contacted by two metal sleeve electrodes92. The dipole antenna of length ldipole collects light from a larger area and concentrates it into 
the small subwavelength region of Ge. Figure reproduced with permission: b, © 2008 OSA.
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combination, these findings indicate that the carrier multiplication 
process occurs more rapidly than both intersubband relaxation and 
direct capture of excited photocarriers to traps.

The generation of many electron–hole pairs per photon has also 
been reported in single-walled nanotube photodiodes76 (Fig. 1f). 
Devices consisted of an electrostatically doped nanotube in a split-
gate field-effect transistor architecture: a p–n junction was formed 
along the nanotube77 and the photocurrent response at reverse bias 
was monitored as a function of the photon energy. Photocurrent 
was found to increase on illumination by photons having energies 
greater than twice the bandgap energy, and to exhibit a step-wise 
dependence on the applied bias with a period equal to the bandgap 
of the nanotube. The photocurrent increase was ascribed to multiple 
electron–hole generation, an effect that may be favoured in nano-
tubes by virtue of a low Fermi velocity combined with a low dielec-
tric constant. Although the reported effect was observed only below 
150 K, the approach indicates the potential for nanowire-based pho-
todetectors78 that provide light detection in the near-infrared and 
visible parts of the spectrum.

Progress in organic and alternative inorganic materials
Purely organic photodiodes29 have, until very recently, been largely 
limited to the visible wavelength regime by virtue of the energies 
of the transition between the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 
typically available in these materials79. In 2009, however, an organic 
photodiode was successfully engineered to have a promising com-
bination of spectral response and inferred sensitivity44. The extrap-
olated D* (based on a best-case assumption that the dark-current 
noise was bounded by the shot-noise mechanism) exceeded 1012 
Jones including out to 1,450 nm — dramatically beyond the previ-
ous reach of HOMO–LUMO transitions in optoelectronic devices 
based on organics and polymers80. The key to longer-wavelength 
light absorption was the polymer poly(5,7-bis(4-decanyl-2-thienyl)-
thieno (3,4-b)diathiazole-thiophene-2,5) (PDDTT; ref. 81). A rela-
tively low-bandgap monomeric repeat unit (~1.6 eV) was arrayed 
periodically to produce a polymer with 1.1 eV bandgap and consid-
erable absorption all the way out to 1,450 nm. 

One potential concern in many CQD studies is the reliance 
on model systems that employ heavy metals such as Cd or Pb. 
New optoelectronic nanomaterials that avoid these issues include 
reports on Ag2S (ref. 82), Bi2S3 (ref. 83), In2S3 (ref. 84) and Cu2S 
(ref. 85), each of which have seen initial investigation with regard 
to photodetection.

Device longevity under illumination is another critical issue for 
commercial application. There are indications that   — when nanopar-
ticle surfaces are suitably stabilized using robust inorganic86 or organic 
treatments53 — air stability can be achieved. Also of critical impor-
tance is the semiconductor/metal interface, shown to benefit from 
inclusion of a diffusion-blocking interlayer such as LiF (ref. 87).

Plasmonics for sensitive and fast photodetection
The best solution-processed photodetectors are now approaching 
the fundamental limits of device sensitivity and speed in the absence 
of optical concentration48. The field of plasmonics88–92 (Fig. 3), which 
has seen tremendous advancements93, offers further potential to 
concentrate light into small-volume photodetectors, potentially 
leading to further leaps in photodetector performance.

The free electrons in a metal behave as a gas, or plasma, of 
free charge carriers. They can be excited to sustain a propagating 
plasma wave. Surface plasmons are bound to the interface of the 
plasma and a dielectric89. For small metal nanoparticles, an exter-
nal electromagnetic field can penetrate the nanoparticle and shift 
the free conduction electrons with respect to the centre of the par-
ticle. This produces opposing surface charges on the opposite sur-
faces of the particles (Fig. 3a) and results in a restoring field. The 

coherently shifted electrons of the metal particle, together with the 
restoring field, constitute an oscillator with a defined resonance. 
These resonances are typically found in the visible or near infrared 
in metal nanoparticles.

If excited at resonance, the amplitude of the induced electromag-
netic field on a surface plasmon on a metal nanoparticle can exceed 
the exciting field by more than an order of magnitude. This is known 
as the near-field enhancement. In the far field, the size dependence of 
the absorption and scattering cross sections of surface plasmons on a 
metal nanoparticle offers size-engineerable advantages: the scattering 
depends on the square of the particle volume, whereas the absorption 
depends only linearly on the particle volume. Thus, small particles are 
dominated by absorption, but large particles by scattering.

One of the main concepts in plasmonics that offers significant 
benefits in photodetection is that light from a wide beam can be cou-
pled efficiently into a narrow aperture in which the detector resides. 
The area of the beam and the area of the detector need no longer 
be the same. Instead, functioning like an antenna, a plasmonic lens 
concentrates light into a much smaller detecting volume. The low 
dark current, low noise and high speed of the small detector may 
then be exploited without sacrifice to the absorbing cross-section 
of the device.

In 2006, Brongersma et al. proposed a photodetector design that 
used plasmonic effects to concentrate light, incident over a wide area, 
in a narrow slice of light-absorbing semiconductor90 (Fig. 3b). Light 
is incident on a device having an areal cross-section perpendicular to 
the beam that allows full capture of the incident radiation. The device 
is designed to guide, or concentrate, the light towards a narrow, cen-
tral light absorber by coupling into surface plasmon polariton (SPP) 
modes that propagate laterally in the plane.

There are two components to the resultant enhancement in 
absorbance. The first comes from placing the semiconductor mate-
rial inside a metal cavity. Compared with a planar slab made of the 
same absorbing material, the use of this single metal slit provides 
a tenfold enhancement94. The grating is responsible for coupling 
the incident near-plane-wave into an SPP mode that then guides 
light towards the slit. Taken together, the lateral coupling and the 
Fabry–Perot resonance within the slit offer a 250-fold enhancement 
in absorbance compared with an unenhanced absorber. Similar 
concepts involving two-dimensional nanostructuring of metals, 
such as in cylindrical95,96 and hexagonal arrays97, offer the added 
advantage of polarization-independent concentration. Similarly, 
the power of plasmonics to boost solar-cell performance across 
the Sun’s broad spectrum has been formalized in a set of practical 
design guidelines98.

Another ultralow-volume detector was demonstrated based on 
a Ge absorber and the antenna-style gold metal design92. A dipole 
antenna (Fig. 3d) was used to collect light from a larger area and con-
centrate it into the small subwavelength region of Ge. Metal sleeves 
in the perpendicular direction were used to collect the photocurrent 
from the semiconductor without substantially perturbing the design 
of the antenna’s dipole resonance. In this deliberately highly polari-
zation-dependent device, the ratio of photocurrent produced in the 
case of the two orthogonal polarizations (one aligned with the dipo-
lar antenna, the other perpendicular to it) was used as proxy for the 
absorption enhancement owing to the dipole. A 20-fold enhance-
ment was achieved in this manner. The optical-antenna concept has 
been deployed in purely dielectric structures as well: a nanowire Ge 
photodetector and its dependence on wavelength and polarization 
were explored in the framework of leaky resonant modes that allow 
coupling of optical-wavelength-scale excitations to subwavelength 
cavities, making up nanoscale photodetector volumes99.

Much of the work discussed in this review is motivated by the 
benefits of low-cost, large-area solution processing. To maintain 
these benefits, it is of interest to exploit plasmonic effects that do not 
rely on top-down nanoscale patterning. Localized surface plasmon 
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effects, based on colloidal metal nanoparticles or self-assembled 
metal islands, offer compatibility with the solution processing. 
Silicon photodetectors100 and solar cells91 with suitably sized metal 
islands on top of the light-absorbing medium have been shown to 
provide greater than tenfold enhancements in their absorbance and 
photocurrents. These results were improved on by the use of an 
optically thin layer of silicon whose single-pass absorbance in the 
near infrared was on the order of a few per cent. The enhancement 
derived from efficient scattering into the weakly absorbing silicon 
(Fig. 3c) and is a technologically viable alternative to light-trapping 
approaches based on dielectric scattering.

Of intense interest is the direct electrical detection of SPPs. 
Plasmonic circuits offer the prospect of conveying signals across 
electronic chips with speed and greater compactness compared with 
even highly confining optical waveguides101, promising to marry 
components on the electronics lengthscale (that is, sub-100 nm) 
with the vast information-carrying capacity of the optical chan-
nel102. One of the key challenges for the field has been the realiza-
tion of a suitable combination of plasmon sources103 and detectors. 
Direct electrical detection of plasmons has been reported104–106. In 
one of the first examples, near-field coupling of a metal nanoparti-
cle to a nanostructured GaAs photodetector was achieved104. Near-
field electrical detection of plasmons generated by single-plasmon 
sources has also been shown107: a CdSe CQD was optically excited to 
produce single plasmons that were coupled into a plasmonic metal 
waveguide. The resultant SPP propagated over many micrometres 
and was detected through coupling of the near field of the metal-
lic waveguide to a Ge nanowire photodetector resulting in the gen-
eration of electron–hole pairs that were collected in the electrodes 
contacting the Ge nanowire. By exploiting photoconductive gain in 
the Ge nanowire, a detector responsivity of 50 electrons per plas-
mon was achieved. Ultimately the field offers an attractive union of 
semiconductor plasmon sources, such as CQDs, acting in the role 
of active sources and detectors, integrated with metal nanoparticles 
acting as plasmonic waveguides, the combination leading towards 
all-solution-processed plasmonic nanocircuits.

Advances in materials chemistry offer excellent possibilities in 
the direct coupling — at the time of synthesis — of plasmonic source 
and detection materials with metal nanoparticles. Talapin et al. have 
reported108 an all-solution-phase approach to such a coupled syn-
thesis and deposition, in which Au nanoparticles were first synthe-
sized, after which PbS was overgrown around the metal nanoparticle 
seeds. A multicomponent material was thus formed consisting of 
a core–shell Au–PbS heterostructure. The final nanocrystals were 
then isolated to form a stable colloid. An absorbance  enhancement 
of 28% was reported compared with an uncoupled mixture of Au 
nanoparticles and PbS quantum dots.

Conventional plasmon-enhanced photodetection consists of a 
two-component materials system: metal nanoparticles to induce 
the plasmon effects that will in turn be coupled to a semiconductor 
nanoparticle with the appropriate bandgap to form electron–hole 
pairs. Recent advances seek to unite plasmonic effects with the opti-
cal-to-electronic transduction mechanism109, including by means of 
direct absorption in the metal nanoparticle phase itself 110. 

Clearly, plasmonic effects hold great promise in enhancing 
photodetector performance. For this promise to be fully realized, 
it is necessary for absolute, rather than relative, enhancements in 
photocurrent — and ultimately photodetector performance — to 
be demonstrated experimentally. Achieving high bandwidth in 
solution-processed CQD devices has so far relied on using fully 
depleted, hence thin and incompletely absorptive, amounts of active 
material. Plasmonics offers the prospect of complete absorbance 
combined with speed — prospectively leading to an improvement in 
gain-bandwidth product on the order of the plasmonic absorbance 
enhancement, thus exceeding an order of magnitude. The sensitiv-
ity of detectors, as quantified by figures such as D*, may be similarly 

enhanced by concentrating light waves into a dramatically reduced 
volume of detecting material.

conclusions
Solution-processed nanostructured light sensors offer many advan-
tages for imaging and photodetection applications. The convenient 
integration of light-sensing materials with a variety of substrates 
enables the separate optimization of distinct device functions. For 
example, silicon electronics, ideally suited to high-volume manu-
facture, can provide low-noise read-out, along with a comprehen-
sive array of analogue and digital functions. A nanostructured 
light-sensing layer can meanwhile be designed to optimize fill fac-
tor, absorption spectrum, optical density, and crosstalk. The ever-
growing proficiency in manipulating materials at the nanoscale, on 
quantum- and plasmonic-length scales, will allow an unprecedented 
degree of customization and optimization in future generations of 
light-sensing arrays.
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In the version of this Review originally published online, an error led to Fig. 2c appearing incorrectly; this has now been corrected. 
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